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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

Since 1973, the International Joint Com,mission’s (IJ C) Great Lakes Water Quality 
Board (WQB) has regularly reported on the state of Great Lakes water quality. These 
reports included specific harbours, embayments, river mouths, and connecting channels 
where one or more jurisdictional standards or the general or specific objectives of the 
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement were not met. Initially, these areas were 
designated as "Problem Areas". In 1981, these areas were renamed "Areas of Concern" 
and their definition was expanded to include those areas where Great Lakes Water 
Quality Agreement (GLWQA) objectives or jurisdictional standards, criteria, or 

guidelines, which were established to protect uses, were exceeded and remedial measures 
were necessary to restore beneficial uses. This change incorporated the concept of use 
impairment and placed emphasis on restoring impaired beneficial uses. 

Early attempts to develop remedial action plans to restore beneficial uses in Areas 
of Concem showed that criteria by which these areas were designated were not consistent 
among jurisdictions. Differences in jurisdictional standards-, as well as -subjective 

interpretations of what constituted beneficial uses and impairment of beneficial uses 
contributed to‘ these inconsistencies. Further, designation of many of these areas often 
relied on old or limited data. This inconsistent and subjective process of listing Areas 
of Concern has resulted in problems in determining how to remove them from the list 
(i.e., delisting). 

In an attempt to develop a consistent set of criteria, the WQB sought scientific 
advice through a symposium of experts, sponsored by the International Association of 
Great Lakes Research. The WQB then had these draft criteria reviewed by the 
jurisdictions to check their consistency with legislation and policy-. Finally, the Board 
entertained public review and comment of its proposed criteria-. A fmal set of consensus 
criteria to both list and delist Areas of Concem in the boundary waters of the Great



Lakes was then developed. This report describes those criteria and their relationship 
with the use impairments described in Annex 2 of the GLWQA. 

These criteria are presently under review by the governments of Canada and the 
United States, Their adoption implies binational consistency in designating and delisting 
Areas of Concern. Further, once adopted, theses criteria will_provide a consistent policy 
for managing water quality by the two countries in their nearshore areas of the Great 
Lakes.

_



SOMMAIRE A L’lNTENTION DE LA DIRECTION 

Depuis 1973, la Commission mixte internationale (CMI) du Conseil de la 
qualite de l’eau des Grands Lacs (CQEGL) presente regulierement des 1’&PP°1’l.$ portant 
sur 1’état de la qualite de 1’eau des Grands Lacs. Ces rapports portent sur des lieux 
specifiques comme des ports, des baies et accidents du littoral, des embouchures de 
rivieres et des voies interlacustres 01‘: les normes reglementaires d’un ou plusieurs 
gouvernements s’app1iquent, la oil les objectifs generaux ou particuliers de l’Accord sur 
la qualite de l’eau des Grands Lacs ne sont pas atteints. Au debut, ces lieux etaient 
appeles "secteurs presentant des problemes-'e'. En 1981, on leur a donné un nouveau nom, 
"secteurs préfoccupants", et leur definition a ete elargie de facon a inclure les zones on 
etaient depassees les valeurs prescrites par les obj ectifs de1’A_ccord sur la qualite de1’eau 
des Grands Lacs (AQEGL) ou celles prévues par les normes, criteres ou lignes 
directrices des divers gouvemements, qui ont ete etablies pour proteger des utilisations, 
et la oil des mesures correctrices étaient necessaires pour retablir les utilisations 

benefiques, Ce changement etait base sur 1e concept de la diminution des utilisations et 
mettait1’accent sur la restauration des utilisations bénéfiques alterées. 

Les premieres tentatives visant a elaborer des plans d’actions correctrices visant 
a restaurer les utilisations benefiques dans les secteurs preoccupants ont montre que les 
criteres selon lesquels ces secteurs etaient designes n’étaient pas cohérents d’un 
gouvernement a l’autre. Ces incoherences etaient dues en" partie a des differences dans 
les normes des divers paliers du gouvemement, ainsi que dans les interpretations 

subjectives de ce qu’étaient les utilisations benefiques et leur dintinution. En outre, la 
designation d’un grand nombre de .ces secteurs etait souvent basee sur des donnees 
anciennes ou limitées. Ce processus incoherent et subjectif utilise par la preparation des 
listes des secteurs preoccupants‘ a entraine un certain nombre de problemes pour ce qui 
est de determiner comment des secteurs peuvent étre radies de la liste. 

Dans une tentative visant a eiaborer un ensemble coherent de criteres, la DJQE 
a cherche a obtenir l’avis de la communaute scientifique par l’en_tremise d un symposium 
d’ex'perts, parrainé par Association internationale de la recherche sur les Grands Lacs.



d’experts, parrainé par Association internationale de la recherche sur les Grands Lacs. 
Le CQEGL a ensuite soumis pour étude ces criteres provisoires aux_ différents 
goflvernements pour que soit vérifiée leur cohérence avec les lois et les politiques, 
Enfm, le Conseil a vu a ce que ces criteres proposés fassent 1’objet d’un examen public, 
et a recueilli les commentaires. Ceci a permis l’é1aboration d’un ensemble final de 
criteres faisant l’objet d’un consensus, tant pour les secteurs préoccupants faisant partie 
de la liste que pour ceux qui doivent en étre radiés, dans les eaux frontalieres des Grands 
Lacs. Ce rapport décrit ces criteres et leur lien avec les diminutions des utilisations 
décrites dans 1’Annexe 2 de la LQEGL. 

Ces criteres sont présentement examines par les gouvernements du Canada et 
des Etats-Unis. Leur adoption suppose un processus cohérent pour ces deflx pays 
concemant la désignation et la radiation de la liste des secteurs préoccupants. En outre, 
une fois qu’ils auront été adoptés, ces criteres consfimeront une base de politique 
cohérente pour la gestion de la qualité de 1’eau par ces deu_x pays dans les secteurs 
littoraux des Grands Lacs.



ABSTRACT 

The Canada-U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement defines Areas of concem 
as geographic areas that fail to meet the general or specific objectives of the Great Lakes 
Water Quality Agreement where such failure has, caused or is likely to cause impairment 
of beneficial use or the area’s ability to support aquatic life. Impairment of beneficial 
use is defined by the Agreement as a change in the physical, chemical or biological 
integrity sufficient to cause any one of 14 designated use impairments. In 1987 the 
International mm Commission's Water Quality Board (WQB) recommended that criteria 
be developed to determine when ecosystem conditions have been impacted enough to 
warrant designation as an Area of Concem and when conditions have improved 
sufficiently to be delisted. Based on scientific input and policy considerations, the WQB 
has adopted, in principle, a set of quantitative and qualitative listing/delisting criteria for 
each of the 14 use impairments. These criteria can be uniformly applied throughout the 
basin. Further, the WQB recommended future refinement of these criteria based on 
advances in science and public input.



L’Accord sur la qualité de l’eau des Grands Lacs Canada-I53.-U. définit les 
secteurs préoccupants comme des aires géographiques non conformes aux objectifs 
généraux ou particuliers de1’Accord sur la qualité de1’eau des Grands Lacs, quand cette 
non conformité est a 1’ origine ou peut vraisemblablement étre a l’orig'ine de la diminution 
d‘l1ne utilisation bénéfique ou de1’aptitude du secteur A favoriser la vie aquatique. La 
diminution de 1’uti1isation bénéfique est définie dans l’Accord comme étant un 
changement dans l_’i_ntégrité- physique, chimique ou biologique suffisant pour étre a 
Porigine de l’une ou 1’autre des quatorze diminutions d’uti1isations désignées. En 1987, 
la Commission mixte iantemationale du CQEGL a recommandé1’élaboration de criteres 
visant a déterminer quand les conditions dans un écosystéme ont été suffisamment 
altérées pour justifier sa désignation comme secteur préoccupant et quand les conditions 
se sont suffisamment améliorées pour sa radiation de la liste. Sur la base des données 
scientifiques et de considérations de politique, le CQEGL a adopté en principe un 
ensemble de criteres quantitatifs et qualitatifs d’inc1usion a la liste ou d’exclusion de 
celle-ci pour chacune des quatorze diminutions d’uti1isations. Ces criteres peuvent étre 
appliqués uniformément dans tout le bassin. En outre, le CQEGL recornmande, pour les 
années a venir, le raffinement de ces criteres sur la base des progrés scientifiques et des 
opinions exprimées par le public. .
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of aquatic ecosystem health attempts to reflect the wholeness 
or well-being of ecosystems. Any attempts to define or assess aquatic ecosystem 
health will undoubtedly require factoring in more than science, including socio- 
economic considerations‘, public perceptions, and human values (Hartig et al. 1990a). 
Identifying the criteria or measures for defining aquatic ecosystem health will also 
depend on the purpose of the endeavor.

L 

For many years the International Joint Commission (IJC) has been 
involved in assessing and tracking aquatic ecosystem health in the Great Lakes. The 
IJ C was established by the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty between Canada and the 
United States to cooperatively resolve disputes between the two countries, including 
water and air pollution, lake levels, power generation, and other issues of mutual 
concern. As concern for pollution increased, the IJC was given the responsibility to 
assist in the implementation of a Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. This 
Agreement was established to restore and maintain the chemical, physical-, and 
biological integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem (Canada and 
the United States, 1972). 

In the most recent revision of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement 
(Canada and the United States, 1987), two new responsibilities were given to the IJC: 
1) to recommend new or previously unrecognized polluted areas (i.e. Areas of 
Concern) for designation by the Governments of Canada and the United States; and 
2) to review and comment on the adequacy of remedial action plans (RAPs) being 
developed to restore impaired beneficial uses in existing Areas of Concern at three 
stages (i.e. Stage 1: problem definition, Stage 2: selection of remedial actions, and 
Stage 3: confirmation of beneficial use restoration). Therefore, in order to fulfill the 
UC’s responsibilities of recom_rnend_ing new Areas of Concern and reviewing Stage 3 
RAPs and commenting on whether or not impaired beneficial uses had been
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restored. the IJC’s Great Lakes Water Quality Board (the principal advisor to the 
‘Commission on matters related to the Agreement) identified the need for developing 
a precise set of scientifically defensible criteria and a protocol for their application 
to list and delist Areas of Concern (IJC 1987a). In response to this need, a special 
symposium on "Areas of Concern: How clean is clean?" was held as part of the 1988 
International Association for Great Lakes Research Conference. This symposium 
recommended adopting a framework for 1isting/ delisting Areas of Concern based on 
quantitative and qualitative criteria proposed to more precisely define the 14 

beneficial use "impairments identified in Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement (Hartig et al. 1990a). Based on this recommendation, additional scientific 
input, and policy considerations, the Great Lakes Water Quality Board of the UC 
reached agreement on a set of listing/delisting criteria for Areas of Concern 1988. 

The purpose of this paper is to present these listing/delisting criteria for Great 
Lakes’ Areas of Concern as one attempt to define aquatic ecosystem health, and 
provide two examples of their application. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON AREAS OF CONCERN 

Since 1973, the IJC’s Great Lakes Water Quality Board has regularly 
reported on the state of Great Lakes water quality including specific harbors, 
embayments, river mouths, and connecting channels where one or more jurisdictional 
standards or the general or specific objectives of the Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement were not being met (IJC 1985). Initially these were designated as 
"problem areas". The present terminology of Areas of Concem was adopted in 1981. 

In the IJC’s Great Lakes Water Quality Board expanded the 
definition of Areas of Concern to include those areas where Great Lakes Water 
Quality Agreement objectives or ju_risdictional standards, criteria, or guidelines, which 
were established to protect uses, were exceeded and remedial measures were
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necessary to restore beneficial uses (IJC 1985). This change incorporated the 
concept of use impairment and placed emphasis on restoring impaired beneficial 
uses. , 

The number of Areas of Concern has changed with time for a variety of 
reasons including: the emergence of new problems or, based on more comprehensive 
data, the reinterpretation of the significance of previously reported problems. Over 
the past 15 years, the major problems identified have changed in relation to the 

evolution of scientific knowledge of water quality problems (i.e. from bacterial 
pollution to eutrophication to toxic substances contamination) and progress in 
implementing pollution controls. 

Despite considerable progress in abating bacterial pollution and cultural 
eutrophication problems, 42 geographic Areas of Concern (Figure 1) were recognized 

by the Great Lakes Water Quality Board in 1989. Historically, the criteria by which 

these Areas of Concern were designated were not consistent among the jurisdictions 
because of differences in jurisdictional standards and subjective interpretations of 
what constituted beneficial uses and impairment of beneficial usesf Further, 

designation of many of these areas often relied on old or limited data. This 

inconsistent and subjective process of listing Areas of Concern has resulted in 
problems in determining how to remove them from the list (delisting). These 
problems have become further exacerbated with the formalization of the remedial 
act-ion plan (RAP) process in the 1987 Protocol amending the 1978 Great Lakes 
Water Quality Agreement (Canada and the United States 1987). Each must 
identify the problems, the actions to be taken to remedy them, the agencies or 
organizations responsible for implementing the actions, and when they will be 
implemented. Thus, the development of RAPs has introduced an element of 
accoun_tabi_lit_y. .
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Annex‘ 2 of the 1987 Protocol amending the 1978 Great Lakes Water 
Qual_ity Agreement also defines Areas of Concem as geographic areas that fail to 
meet the general or specific objectives of the Agreement where such failure has 
caused or is likely to ‘cause impairment of beneficial use or of the area’s ability to 
support aquatic life. Impairment of beneficial use is defined as a change in the 
chemical, physical, or biological integrity of the Great Lakes sufficient to cause any 
of the following: restrictions on fish and wildlife consumption; tainting of fish and 
wildlife flavor; degradation of fish and wildlife populations; fish tumors or other 
deformities; bird or animal deformities or reproductive problems; degradation of 

benthos; restrictions on dredging activities; eutrophication or undesirable algae; 
restrictions on drinking water consumption, or taste or odor problems; beach closings; 
degradation of aesthetics; added costs to agriculture or industry"; degradation of 
phytoplankton and zooplankton populations; or loss of fish and wildlife habitat 
(Canada and the United States 1987). 

WHERE IS AN AREA OF CONCERN? 

The Great Lakes Water Quality Board wanted to make sure that its RAP 
program was realistic and effective in resolving the major, localized problems in the 
Great Lakes. Therefore, it agreed that the geographic areas eligible for 

consideration under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement are the Boundary 
Waters of the Great Lakes system which are defined as the waters from main shore 
to main shore of the Great Lakes and connecting channels along which the 
international boundary between the United States and Canada passes. This includes 
Lake Michigan, as well as all bays, arms, and inlets, but excludes tributary waters. 
It was further agreed that the mouths of tributaries and inland coastal lakes at the 
same water level as Boundary Waters would also be geographic areas eligible for 
cons'iderat'ion. The rationale for including inland coastal lakes at the same water
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level as Boundary Waters was that it could be argued that they are considered bays, 
arms, or inlets. 

LISTING/DELISTING CRITERIA 

The intent of the listing/delisting criteria for Great Lakes Areas of 
Concern presented in Table 1 is to establish a consistent set of criteria that can be 
uniformly applied throughout the Great Lakes basin, These criteria should assist the 
IJC in making recommendations on listing and delisting Great Lakes Areas of 
Concern. For example, if a geographic area of the Boundary Waters, a mouth of a 

tributary, or an inland coastal lake at the same water level as Boundary Waters has 
a health advisory on fish that is unique or different from the whole lake, it would 
qualify for Area of Concern designation. An exception to this would be that if a 
health advisory on fish (in a geographic area of the Boundary Waters, a mouth of a 
tributary, or an inland coastal lake at the same water level) is no different from the 
health advisory on the whole lake (e.g-. lipid-weight, contaminant concentrations in 
fish from the localized area are not higher than mean, lakewide, lipid-weight, 
contaminant concentrations) and this area is not contributing to a whole lake 
problem, then it would not qualify for Area of Concern designation. Such whole lake 
problems will be addressed by Canada and the United States within lakewide 
management plans which are also identified in Annex 2 of the Agreement (Canada 
and the United States 1987). - 

Once a new Area of Concern has been identified and listed, a RAP would 
be developed following the guidelines of the Great Lakes Water Quality Board and 
the 1987 Protocol amending the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. More 
information on the RAP program can be found in Hartig and Thomas (1988), Hartig 
and Vallentyne (1989), and Hartig et al. (1990b).
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The Water Quality Board felt that it was critically important to obtain 
agreement on problem definition to avoid postponement or forestalling of 

remediation (Hartig et al. 1990a). . Therefore, when a geographic area is being 
considered for listing as an Area of Concern, the Parties and jurisdictions must reach 
agreement, in writing, on the definition of the problem (i.e. use impairments) based 
on the criteria in Table 1. The use impairments identified would be those addressed 
in a Should additional impaired uses be discovered during the development 
of the RAP, the Parties and jurisdictions will revise, in writing, the definition of the 
problem. 

These listing/delisting criteria for Great Lakes Areas of Concern are 
intended to provide a "set of rules" that are consistent with the Great Lakes Water 
Quality Agreement and can be uniformly applied throughout the Great Lakes basin. 
Further, these criteria are intended to help make sure that the RAP program is 
properly focused and pragmatic and that it gets maximum benefit out of limited 
resources.

_ 

EXAMPLES OF, CRITERIA APPLICATION 

The first example is application of the listing cri_te_ria. For several years 
there has been considerable public concern. for potential use impairments in Presque 
Isle Bay in Erie, Pennsylvania. Presque Isle Bay is located on the southern shore of 
Lake Erie 125 km southwest of Buffalo, New York. Public concern focused on 
reports of skin and lip tumors on brown bullheads (lctalurusnebulgsus) and elevated 
levels of toxic substances in fish and sediments (I-Iowison 1989). Despite public 
concern, no action was taken by the Commonwealth of Permsylvania or the 
Government of the United States to designate Presque Isle Bay as an Area of 
Concern, or to satisfactorily alleviate the public’s concerns.
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At this point the Presque Isle Bay issue was referred to the IJC and its 
Great Lakes Water Quality Board. The Water Quality Board compiled the available 
data and information on use impairments and concluded that there were restrictions 
on dredging activities due to polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon and heavy metal 
contamination and that there was violation of Pennsylvania’s water quality standard 
for protection of total body contact recreation (swimming). The Great Lakes Water 
Quality Board felt that there were insufficient data to confirm tumors in fish or 
exceedence of toxic substance guidelines for protection of human consumption of 
fish. Therefore, based on restrictions on dredging activities and exceedence of fecal 
coliform bacteria standards the Great Lakes Water Quality Board recommended to 
the IJC that Presque Isle Bay be designated an Area of Concern (IJC 1989). 
Subsequently, the IJ C recommended to the Government of the United States and the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that Presque Isle Bay be designated an Area of 
Concern (IJC 1990). Pennsylvania has responded by initiating an investigation to 
collect sufficient data relative to each of the 14 use impairments identified in 
Table 1. Following compilation and interpretation of those data, Pennsylvania will 
make a determination on Area of Concern designation for Presque Isle Bay. 

Another example is application of the delisting criteria to the Deer Lake- 
Carp River/Creek Area of Concern located in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Deer 
Lake is a 367 ha hypereutrophic irnpoundment located 32 km upstream of the mouth 
of the Carp River where it enters Lake Superior. Carp Creek, an inflow to Deer 
Lake, historically received mercury discharges from a metalurgical industry. Mercury 
has been found at high concentrations in fish (5 mg/kg), sediments (2-16 mg/kg), and 
fish-eating birds (50 mg/kg) (IJC 1989). Further, a fish consumption advisory has 
been in effect for all fish in Deer Lake and all resident fish in the Carp River 
downstream to Lake Superior. 

Regarding“ this Area of Concern, Michigan informed the Great Lakes 
Water Quality Board that a consent decree had been implemented to control the
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industrial discharge of mercury to the system, stabilize the lake level, remove 
mercury.-contaminated fish, and restock the system with new fish. Therefore, 

Michigan petitioned the Great Lakes Water Quality Board to remove Deer Lake- 
Carp River/ Creek from the Areas of Concern list. The Great Lakes Water Quality 
Board, in turn, reviewed the Deer Lake-Carp River/Creek RAP and the 

supplemental data and information provided, and concluded that a health advisory 
on fish is still in effect at the mouth of Carp River as it enters Lake Superior. In 

addition, nesting bald eagles on the shore of Deer Lake have not produced viable 
young for over 10 years, undoubtedly due to mercury contamination (Michigan 
Department of Natural Resources 1987). Therefore, impaired beneficial uses had 
not been fully restored (consistent with the delisting criteria) in Deer Lake-Carp 
River/ Creek and the Great Lakes Water Quality Board recommended that it not be 
removed from the Areas of Concern list. Monitoring to track the system response 
is continuing. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The IJC’s Great Lakes Water Quality Board adopted, in principle, these 
listing/delisting criteria to establish a set of rules which were consistent with the 
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement and could be runiformly applied throughout 
the basin. These criteria are intended to assist the Great Lakes Water Quality Board 
in making recommendations o_n new Areas of Concern and in reviewing Stage 3 
RAPs, which confirm restoration of impaired beneficial uses. 

These criteria have been developed following the requirements of 
Annex 2 in the Protocol amending the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. 
They are also a consequence of the state of the Great Lakes ecosystem. These 
criteria provide a framework for assessing the health of aquatic ecosystems (which 
are extensively used and depended upon by humans) which is applicable elsewhere
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in the world. Since these criteria are dependent upon the ecosystem to which they 
are being applied and human interaction with it, they will likely require modification 
for application elsewhere. Other countries have utilized one or more of these 
indicators to assess the state of aquatic ecosystem health or use impairments to 

manage water bodies; however, nowhere else, to our knowledge, has this extensive 
or diverse an array of measures been employed. ' 

The significance or "power" of these criteria is that the institutional 

structure of the Great Lakes Water Quality Board (representing the United States 
and Canadian Governments and the eight states and two provinces) reached 
agreement on these decision-making criteria. The Great Lakes Water Quality Board 
also recognized that these criteria could be improved and immediately upon adoption 
of the criteria, published them in the IJC’s newsletter (Focus) in an effort to obtain 
widespread scientific and public comment. Based on this input, the listing/delisting 
criteria will be revised under the auspices of the U C. The UC recognizes that there 
is need for periodic refinement of these listing/delisting criteria in order that they 
remain scientifically defensible, sensitive to public concems, and pragmatic. Such 
decirsione-making criteria are essential in documenting progress toward and 
achievement of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agre,ement’s goal to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Great Lakes Basin 
Ecosystem.
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Vwhen contaminant levels in fish or'wildlife populations linen contaminant levels in fish and wildlife{Adapted from 
{exceed current standards, objectives or guidelines and {populations do not exceed current standards.{hack 1988 
‘public health advisories are in effect for human consump-{objectives or guidelines and no public 
Ellen of fish or wildlife. Contaminant levels in fish {health advisories are in effect for human 
{and wildlife must be due to contaminant input from the {consumption of fish or wildlife. 
{watershed (i.e. lipid-weight. contaminant concentrations 
{in fish and wildlife will exceed lakewide or regional 
{levels)“ 

Illlfllllfi Of
_ 

{FISH AID IILOLIFE 
{FLAVOR 

{when effluent limits necessary to achieve ambient water {when effluent limits necessary to achieve 
{duality standards for the anthropogenic substance(s) {ambient water quality standards for the 
{causing tainting are being exceeded and_survey results {anthropogenic substance(s) causing tainting 
‘have identified tainting of fish or wildlife flavor. {are being met and a survey has confirmed no 
E 

' 

{taiinting of rm. or wildlife flavor.
I 

{See American 
{Public health 
{Association 
{1980 for 
{survey result 

--¢-¢--- 

1l€I 
EGRAOEO 
ISM AID HILOLIFE 

POPULATIONS 

{Hhen fish and wildlife personnel have identified degraded{Uhen environmental conditions support heal- 
{fish or wildlife populations due to a cause within the {thy, self-sustaining communities of desired 

{Adapted from 
{lianny and 

‘watershed as part of fish and wildlife management {fish and wildlife at predetermined levels of{Pacific, l988;{ 

{For example, the Green Bay RAP has identif- 
{ied quantifiable objectives for desired pop-{ 
{ulation densities (e.g. seven adult walleye/{ 
{acre, 500 nesting pairs of forster's terns, 
{etc.) to allow a determination to be made. 
{An effort must be made to ensure that such 
{ecosystem objectives for Areas of Concern
I 
I 
a 
a
I 
I 
I

I 

{fish conmnity goals being established unde
I 

:program$, {abundance that would be expected from the 
amount and quality of suitable physical, 
chemical and biological habitat present. 

are consistent with ecosystem objectives 
being established for the Great Lakes (e.g. 
late trout productivity in Lake Superior 
>0.38 kglhectare/yr) and consistent with 

the auspices of the Great Lakes Fishery 
Conanission. 

{lisconsin UNI . 

{19B7; Canada 2 

{and the United{ 
{States, 1987

1 

{FISH TUNORS_OK 
{OTHER OEFORHITIES 

{Qne would expect a zero liver tumor incidence rate in {when the incidence rate of neoplastic and {lac and snit 
{fishes from clean locations. however, due to uncertainty:pre~neoplastic"liver tumors in bottom- 

_ 
{1988 

_ I {in fish movement, other possible causes and experience {feeding fishes does not exceed 2! in bull 
{with field data, a site will be listed as an Area of Con-{heads and 3.51 in suckers. A similar 
{cern when the incidence of neoplastic or pre-neoplastic {approach should be developed for other 
‘liver tumors eiceeds 2! in bullheads or 3.51 in suckers. {deformities. 
{A similar approach should be developed for other 
{deformities-

V 

IBIIO OR ANIMAL 
IOEFORNITIES OR 
{REPRODUCTIVE 
{PROBLEMS 

——__—_-DGIGIQIQQIQ 

--Q 

I I 

{Use of incidence rates of crossrbill syndrome and reprod-{when there is no significant difference {Adapted from 
{uctive failure in populations of colonial birds has not {between incidence rates of cross-bill {nubiat 1988; 
{received as much attention as chemical objectives. the {syndrome, reproductive failure, etc. in {Miller 1988; 
{incidence rates of cross-bill syndrome and congenital {colonial birds from the Area of Concern and {Hiemeyer et 
{malformations in sentinel wildlife species can be statis-{those in control populations. Further, {al. 1984 
{tically compared between unimpacted control populations {bald eagle reproduction will be at least 
‘and i acted control po ulations in Areas of Concern {one eaglet per active nest. _I 

mp D . . . .. 

{e.g. (Green Bay and Saginaw 8ay). A site will be listed 
{as an Area of Concern when incidence rates of cross-bill : 

{syndrome, reproductive failure, etc. are significantly 
{(95% probability level) higher than incidence rates at 
{control sites. Further a site will be listed when 
{bald eagle reproduction is less than one eaglet per 
{active nest. 

-..----.-.-aw 

-.-.-,_--.---.----.- 

{OEGRAOATION OF 
IOEITHOS 

{when the benthic macroinvertebrate community structure {when the benthic macroinvertebrate conmunity{Adapted from 
{significantly diverges from unimpacted control sites of {structure does not significantly diverge {Reynoldson . 

{comparable physical and chemical characteristics. {from unimpacted control sites of comparable {1988; fienry 
{Benthic invertebrate community structure and composition {physical and chemical characteristics. {1988; lJt l9

I {are good integrators of ecosystem status. Three examles{Further, a site will be delisted when 
{of utility include: 1) developing an endpoint using {toxicity and bioavailability of sediment- 
{species diversity; 2) quantifying divergence from an exp-{associated contaminants in the Area of 
{ected community, given quantifiable physical and chemical{Concern are not significantly (95! prob- 
{habitat descriptors; and 3) developing an ecosystem 
{objective using benthic community structure. Further, 
{benthic invertebrates are effective for bioassessment of 
{sediment-associated contaminants. lt is recommended 
{that both field and laboratory bioassay data and 
{historical information be used to define endpoints 
{for toxicity and bioavailability of sediment-associated 
{contaminants. A site will be listed when toaicity or 
{bioavailability of sediment-associated contaminants is 
{significantly (95% probability level) higher than cont- 
{rols. ‘ 

ability level) higher than controls.
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.1 is _ en r nonerawui ..e- .1 .. ,. eve . 

I: lasseys (e.g. algal fractionation bioassaysll 
lgonfgo toxicity (significant at the 951 probability 
l eve . 
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LQSS or FISH Ana 
wrtntfrt aAa11A1 

1uhpq fish and wildlife perionnel"ni5Z*iae»g1i\ea 1ass_Z?'T5B<¢ loss of fish'aid uililire habitat has 
{fish and wildlife habitat due to water quality contapin- lbeen established (due to water quality 
'ation as part of fish and wildlife management prograa. ldegradation), the Jurisdictions should 

lidentify species-soecific fish and wildlife 
:goals for the Area of Concern. The amount 
land quality of physical, chemical and biol- 
Iogical habitat reguired to net the goals 
:can than be deteriined and compared agains 
leaisting conditions. Once the amount and 
iguality of physical, chemical and biologica 
:habitat has been achieved (consistent with 
{fish and wildlife aanagenent goals), the 
{use qould no longer be iepaired. $pecies= 
:sm_.ifi¢ sells for *.¢"'~".51l‘|I.\.1lW fish. an 
{wildlife populations are desired so that: 
:1) essential habitats are created and Prot- 
lected by law_froa future development. physi- 
lcal degradation or contamination; 2) fish 
land wildlife can aigrate freely in and thr- 
lough Areas of Concern to utiliie essential 
ihabitats; 3) management of fish and wildlife: 
ipopulations in Areas of Concern is comoat- l 

;ible with management plans developed by fish: 
iand wdldlife authorities; and 4) fish and 2 

iwdldlife populations in Areas of concern are: 
Iself-sustaining (i.e. having stable populat-1 
lion structure and surviving without periodic; 
istocking by humans) and normally productive 
{(i.e. productive at a level expected from 
lthat amount of habitat present under unim- 
Zoaired natural conditions. based on histori 
{information on sport. commercial, non—game 
{and endangered species in Areas of Concern, 
{as set forth in AAPs). 
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